A malleable task is a computational unit which may be executed on any arbitrary number of processors, its execution time depending on the amount of resources allotted to it. According to the standard behavior of parallel applications, we assume that the malleable tasks are monotonic, i.e. that the execution time is decreasing with the number of processors while the computational work increases. This paper presents a new approach for scheduling a set of independent malleable tasks which leads to a worst case guarantee of fi for the minimization of the parallel execution time, or makespan. It improves all other existing practical results including the two-phases method introduced by Turek et al. The main idea is to transfer the difficulty of a two phases method from the scheduling part to the allotment selection. We show how to formulate this last problem as a knapsack optimization problem. Then, the scheduling problem is solved by a dual-approximation which leads to a simple structure of two consecutive shelves.
heuristic for the case of independent malleable tasks with a performance guarantee of 6. This bound improves all existing practical results for solving this problem.
Several methods have been proposed for the scheduling of malleable tasks. Considering the processors as a continuous resource, Prasanna et al. [14, 151 developed an approach based on optimal control theory leading to optimal solution for general task graphs but with an identical particular speedup function for the tasks. However, the discrete problem remains NP-hard, even for independent tasks, as a generalization of the classical multiprocessors scheduling problem [7] . Jansen & Porkolab [lo] proposed a fully approximable scheme based on an Integer Linear Programming formulation for scheduling independent malleable tasks. Although linear in the number of tasks the complexity of the scheme is quite large, regardless the accuracy of the approximation, due to an exponential factor in the number of processors. Thus, even if the result has an important theoretical interest, the heuristic can not really be used in practice.
We are interested in efficient, low complexity, heuristics with good performance guarantee. Most existing works are based on a two-phases approach proposed by Turek, Wolf and Yu [X3] . The basic idea is to select in a first step an allotment (the number of processors allotted to each task), and then solve the resulting nonmalleable scheduling problem. As far as the inakespan criterion is concerned, this latter problem is identical to a a-dimensional strip-packing problem [2, 51. It is clear that applying an approximation of guarantee X for the non-malleable problem on the allotment of an optimal solution provides the same guarantee X for the malleable problem. Turek, Wolf and Yu established the elegant result that the allotment selection can be done in polynomial time: any X-approximation algorithm of complexity (3(f(n, m)) for the non-malleable problem can be adapted into a X-approximation algorithm of complexity Q(mnf(n, m)) for the malleable problem. Ludwig [12] improved the complexity of the allotment selection. Based on this result and on the 2-dimensional strip-packing algorithm of guarantee 2 proposed r for a-dimensional strip-packing by Steinberg [17] , he presented an heuristic of guarantee 2 for the malleable scheduling problem. This is the best efficient solution known at this time. Note that this solution considers any speedup function. Again, our solution needs the monotonic assumption which is quite reasonable in Parallel Processing.
We also adopt a two phases approach, but contrary to the method of 'Iurek et al. where the complexity basically comes from the scheduling phase, which is a n/P-hard problem, we concentrate on the frrst phase, the allotment selection, polynomial in Turek's approach. More precisely, we propose to select an allotment such that we do not have to solve a general strip-packing instance, but a simpler one where better performance guarantees can be ensured. Our second idea is that scheduling (or packing) tasks executed on one processor is "easier" than scheduling parallel tasks, i.e. better guarantees can be obtained. Based on this two ideas we propose mainly two approaches depending on an instance parameter S,. If this parameter happens to be small, we show in section 3 that list scheduling algorithms perform quite well. In fact our allotment selection ensures a relatively small number of parallel tasks to schedule, while sequential tasks are easily managed. In the case of a large instance parameter S, , we decide to tix the structure of the scheduling we want to obtain. The allotment selection is then reformulated as a Knapsack optimization problem.
The paper is organized as follows: some basic assumptions and simple notations are presented in section 2. In particular, the monotonic assumptions will be presented and discussed. Section 3 aims to describe the list scheduling approach and its performance analysis. Finally, we present the most original part of the heuristics, based on a Knapsack approximation for the allotment selection.
Preliminaries
The model of computation is such that a processor can compute only one task at a time. We assume also that the number of processors allocated to a task is constant during all its execution. We search for non-preemptive and contiguous2 schedules; their performance guarantee are established in respect to an optimal solution, possibly preemptive and not contiguous. We consider an instance composed of n malleable tasks (7'1,. . . , T,,} to be scheduled on m identical processors. The execution time of the malleable task Ti when allotted to p processors will be denoted by t;,,. Its computational area is as usual the time space product pti,p.
Monotonic assumptions
In this paper, we assume that the tasks are monotonic, namely allocating more processors to a task decreases its execution time and increases its computational area. From the parallel computing point of view, this monotonic assumptions may be interpreted by the well-known Brent's lemma [4] . It states that the execution of malleable tasks achieves some speedups, but not super-linear speedups. Due to cache effects or the scheduling anomalies described by Graham [8] , this behavior can not be asserted for all the applications. However, it is a quite reasonable hypothesis, expected for most actual parallel applications, mainly due to the communication overhead. In the following we will use the notion of dual approximation algorithm described in section 2.2. Let d be a real number. Since 'Although better asymproticperformanceguaranteesexist [l] , this boundof 2 constitutes the best currently knownabsolute performanceguarantee.
'The processors alloted to a task have consecutive indices, which limits the communication overhead inside a task.
we will "guess" the value of the optimal makespan, we introduce the minimal number of processors (denoted pe) for executing task Ti in time less than d. We now state two fundamental properties which are two direct consequences of the monotonic hypothesis. Property 2 Assume that a schedule of length lower than d exists.
Then for any allotment qi such that qi 2 p" for any i, we have CySl qiti,qi I md If a schedule of length lower than d exists, clearly any task Ti is allocated to at least p" processors. Due to the monotony of the computational area, the allotment using the qi's has a total area lower than the one of the pi's. However this last area is bounded by md, since the makespan of the schedule does not exceed d.
Dual approximation algorithm
We use in this paper the dual approximation methods introduced by Hochbaum & Shmoys [9] . Given a real number d, a dual Xapproximation: -either delivers a schedule of length at most Xd, -or conclude that no schedule of length lower than d exists. By dichotomic search, a X-dual approximation of time complexity O(f(n)) can be converted into a X(1 + 2-k)-approximation of complexity 0(k f (n)) for any integer k.
In a two phases approach for the malleable scheduling (MS) problem, we have both to select an allotment and to solve the resulting non malleable scheduling problem (NMS) problem where the number of processors allocated to any task is fixed. As far as the makespan criterion is considered, the NMS problem is equivalent to a 2dimensional strip-packing problem. Hence, to improve the guarantee of 2 of Ludwig [12] , it seems necessary to improve the absolute performance guarantee of the strip-packing. However, under the monotonic hypothesis, we show that the allotment selection can be done in such a way we do not have to solve a general instance of the strip-packing problem, but a simpler one, for which list scheduling algorithms perform quite well. Graham & Johnson [6] proved a general performance guarantee of 2s for any list scheduling algorithm for a set of independent tasks sharing s different resources. It leads to a worst case performance of 2 for the NMS problem, since the processors are the only (discrete) resource of the system. To improve this guarantee, we propose below a simple dual algorithm of guarantee 2 -2/(m + 1).
Without loss of generality assume that a schedule of length lower than 1 exists for the malleable instance. Then the following two phases malleable list algorithm builds up a schedule of length at most 2 -2/(rn + 1). Fig. 1 depicts the topical structure.
l Allotment: Select for any task Ti its minimal number of processors pi to assert an execution time lower than 2 -A.
l Scheduling: Apply a list algorithm to the resulting non-malleable instance ordered by decreasing value of the sequential execution times. Proof The proof is based on the property that theparallel tasks, i.e. the tasks alloted to 2 or more processors, are all executed in parallel at time 0 in the schedule. This property meets our philosophy of avoiding a general strip-packing instance, as the remaining tasks of , the instance constitute a classical multiprocessor scheduling problem of sequential tasks. Let S be the total area of the parallel tasks of the allotment, and m' the sum of their number of processors. Notice that these tasks are scheduled tirst in the algorithm. Due to property 1 :ny parallel task has an execution time strictly greater than l-m+l. Thus S > (1 -&)m'. Moreover property 2 implies that m 2 S. It results that na' < na + 1. Thus the set of the parallel tasks needs at most the whole resources for their execution. We denote by p = m -m' the remaining number of unoccupied processors after their allocation. Only sequential tasks remain to schedule, the scheduling algorithm is identical to the well-known LPT [S] heuristic. Consider the allocation of a sequential task T of duration t. We establish that T finishes before time2-&.
To avoid trivial cases, we can assume that at least p sequential tasks have yet been allocated. We write the area S under the form (m -p) -s, with s 5 (m -p)/(m + 1). Then the total area of the sequential tasks is bounded by p + s. Let h be the starting time of T. We write then the conservation of the sequential task area, using the LPT rules. We both have ph + t 2 p + s (all p processors are fully occupied until time h) and (p + 1) t 5 p + s (at least p sequential tasks have been allocated before T). It implies that:
h+t 5 p++(l-;)t 2 p+sAE-P P+l
Since s < (m -p)/(m + l), we obtain:
which proves that T finishes before time 2 -*. 0 Notice that if the number of processors is at most 6, the algorithm has a performance guarantee lower than & To extent this result, we detail in the next section another list scheduling algorithm.
3.2
The canonical list algorithm
Consider an instance of the MS problem and assume that it admits a schedule of length at most d, we take without loss of generality equal to 1. Our goal is to construct a 2X dual approximation for a given real number X ~]3/4,1]. Compared to the previous malleable list algorithm, a more natural approach is to select for any task the minimal number of processors, (called the canonical number) such that its execution does not exceed 1. Notice that in the optimal scheduling each task is executed on at least its canonical number of processors. In addition, the decreasing actual execution time of the tasks is a more natural ordering of the list than their sequential length. We consider the following dual algorithm:
Canonical List Algorithm. Assume that a schedule of length lower than 1 exists for the considered malleable instance.
l Allotment: Select for any task T; its canonical number of processors p; defined as the minimal number of processors to assert an execution time lower than 1.
l Scheduling: Apply a list scheduling algorithm to the resulting non-malleable instance ordered by decreasing value of the execution times tj,,i.
In case of tie between the processors, the task is scheduled to the leftmost ones, if starting at time 0, and to the rightmost otherwise. This convention asserts the contiguous nature of the schedule. To get a guarantee 2X for any real number X ~]3/4, l] we will need an additional hypothesis. By the way to avoid the complexity of a general strip-packing problem, the scheduling structure of the parallel tasks, i.e. the tasks allocated to 2 or more processors in the allotment, must remain simple. Typically we hope for a 2-shelves like structure for these tasks. More precisely we call first level the set of tasks allocated at time 0; the second level corresponds to the tasks scheduled on top of a task of the first level, see fig 2. We would like to get the following property, for some X ~]3/4,1]:
Property 3 In the schedule any task of the first two levels finishes before time 2X.
We show in appendix that there exists a constant rnx depending only of X such that for any number of processors m > mx the property 3 is verified by the scheduling. For X = d/2, this minimal number of processors is precisely 7, i.e. the fnst value of m for which the guarantee of the previous malleable list algorithm becomes greater than &. However to assert this property a given real X must satisfy the additional hypothesis S, 2. Xm. S, represents a peculiar area depending only on the canonical allotment of the instance. To define the quantity S, assume that the tasks are indexed by decreasing value of their canonical execution time ti,pi . We adopt the following definition:
Definition 1 Zf k is the minimal index such that cf=, pi 2 m, we define the canonical m-area Sm as:
To visualize this area, imagine an execution of the canortical list algorithm on an unbounded number of processors. S,,, then corresponds to the (fractional) area computed by the first m processors. Since under the hypothesis on S, the property 3 holds, we can focus on the tasks scheduled outside the first two levels. The lemma 1 shows that these tasks are "small" sequential task, and complete before 312:
Lemma 1 Any task that is not scheduled in the first two levels is sequential, with an execution time lower than l/2, andfinishes before time 312.
Proof The proof of the sequential nature of the task are quite simple arguments of work conservation, and have been put in appendix. We present here the proof that such a sequential task T, of execution time t 2 l/2, completes before time 3/2. To be able to use an argument on the surface of the schedule, we need to bound quite precisely its different idle periods. Since outside the first two levels tasks are sequential and scheduled as soon as possible, idle time can appear only between these two levels, like between two stairs badly adjusted, as depicted in figure This task belongs to the second level and is executed at least on pI + 1 processors, involving (property 1) an execution time t,, greater than pz/(pz + 1) > l/2. Let denote by SZ the total area computed by the processors of 'PT. We particularize the idle area 9 that may happen on the last processors. Indeed if Z is different from 3, the processors of PT compute on the first level tasks of height at least t,,. It involves that Sr 2. 2&p, 2 pz.
For the last idle area 9, we can only assert that any processor of PJ compute on the tirst level tasks of height at least t, the length of the current task to schedule. Hence we get Sg 2 (tup + t)p, . Nevertheless task Tup can not complete before time 2t,, since it lays on a task of the first level greater than it. It results that SJ is also greater than 2&p, -,7. Noticing that the area of 9 is lower than p3. t, otherwise T could be executed inside this area, we get the following bound: SJ 2 max{2t,, -t,tu,+tlP, > PJ -t
Consider now the total area of the scheduling, and let Zr , . . .,Zl , L+r = ,7 be the different idle areas. Clearly the sets Pri are two by two disjoint and their union is a strict subset of the processors. The task T being sequential, it is allocated to the less loaded processor. Let h be its starting time in the schedule; by definition any processor computes at least an area h in the schedule. Since we established that the execution time t of T is lower than l/2, to prove the lemma we just need to show that necessarily h 5 1. Writing down the area of the schedule we have:
Using SJ + t 2 p3 and Sri 2 pli , we get:
Since not all processors can have an idle period, the quantity mcf=, pzi is strictly positive, which implies that h is lower than 1. It involves that T completes in the schedule before time 3/2. 0 From property 3 and lemma 1, we can summarize the results of this part with the following theorem:
Theorem 2 For any instance admitting an optimal schedule with makespan lower than 1 on m 2 7 processors, such that the canonical m-area S,,, is lower than d/am, the canonical list algorithm delivers a schedule of length at most &, in time complexity O(n log m).
A new formulation of the tasks allotment problem
The idea of this section is to focus on the allotment selection problem rather than on the scheduling part. Consider an instance of the MS problem for which a schedule of length at most 1 exists on m processors. We consider a real number X E]+, l]. If the area S, defined in the canonical allotment is small enough, i.e. S, 5 yrn, then for a value of m sufficiently large, the list algorithm of the previous section provides a schedule of makespan lower than 1 + A. We propose in this section a new scheduling algorithm in the case where the condition on S,,, is not fulfilled, which also delivers a solution of length at most 1 + A. Our basic idea is to impose the solution to have a very simple scheduling structure, namely composed by two shelves of length 1 and A. In other words, instead of looking for one general scheduling, i.e. solving a strippacking problem, we will split the instance in two subsets of tasks, each one admitting a "trivial" scheduling of length lower than 1 and X respectively. The complexity of the two phases algorithms is then taken back from the scheduling phases to the choice of such a partition of the tasks. We will show in the following that this choice can be naturally formulated as a Knapsack optimization problem. First, we will precisely describe the structure of the scheduling we want to obtain.
4.1
The scheduling structure
Recall that pi denotes the canonical number of processors of task Ti , defined as the minimal amount of resources needed by Ti to be executed in time lower than 1. Basically we want a two shelves structure, with a first shelf of length at most 1 and a second shelf of length at most A, cf fig. 4 . The tasks whose canonical execution time is greater than X play, here, a particular role, since they require strictly more processors than their canonical number to be allocated in the second shelf. To obtain a reasonable scheduling structure we also particularize the "small" tasks with a canonical execution time lower than l/2, by allocating them to the shelves using a one dimensional packing algorithm, for instance the First Fit algorithm [ll] . Notice that due to property 1, these small tasks are sequential, and thus using a one-dimensional packing algorithm makes sense. Hence we partition the tasks into 3 subsets Sr , SZ and Ss (cf fig. 3 ), each one associated with an integer value 1Fi as de- With these notations we can build a schedule with a makespan lower than 1, but using m + XI + ~2 + 7r3 processors, see figure 3 . By definition the area of the schedule on the m first processors is equal to S,. By analogy with the A'S, we write respectively the now the following scheduling structure, we called a 2K-schedule: for a task Ti, we denote by qi its minimal number of processors needed for its execution to be lower than X. Notice that if Ti does not belong to &, we simply have qi = pi by definition of S2 and Ss. A schedule is then a 2K-schedule if:
l The first shelf only contains tasks of & allotted to their canonical number of processors.
l Any task 'T'i of the second shelf is allocated to qi processors; tasks of SB are allocated to the shelf using the First Fit algorithm.
In other word we decide to consider the schedules where all the tasks of S2 and Ss are allocated in the second shelf. We denote by p2 = 7r2 the number of processors needed to schedule the tasks of SZ, and by pa = FF(X, S3) the analogous quantity for S3, as depicted in figure 4 . We set p1 = m -p2 -ps the number of idle remaining processors in the second shelf after Sz and Ss have been allocated. A 2K-schedule is clearly entirely defined by the subset 0 of S1 not scheduled in the first shelf. For the schedule to than al, and the sum of its qi 's lower than ~1, which ensures that the other tasks of S1 can be scheduled in the first shelf, while the tasks of 0, S2 and S3 can be scheduled all together in the second
Inefficiency Factor
This inefficiency factor allows us to characterize our instance S.
Consider an optimal solution u, whose makespan is hence by hypothesis lower than 1. In this schedule any task is alloted to at least its canonical number of processors to complete before time 1. It involves that not all the tasks of S1 can be scheduled on different processors if ?rl happens to be strictly positive, since they would need in this situation at least m + ?rl processors. Notice that for two tasks to be scheduled to the same processor, at least one of them must have an execution time lower than l/2 in u.
Our idea is to bound this quantity pd according to X and the canonical areas of the sets S1 , S2 and Sa. Recall that we have written respectively this three canonical areas as S,,, + 91, s2 and 93. By definition 5' = S,,, + s1 + s2 + 93. Due to the previous arguments, the sum of the canonical number of processors pi on A must be greater than IFS. We denote by A and B respectively the canonical area of A and its actual area in the schedule. In addition let S and A be respectively the canonical area of the instance and of the complementary set of A. By definition we have A + A = S. The makespan of schedule Q being lower than 1, the monotony implies that A + B 5 m. By definition of the inefficiency factor we also have: PA = B/A 5 (m -S + A)/A. This expression iS a decreasing function of A. However, for u to be feasible, we must have A 2 al. Hence we get: Recall that our goal is to exhibit a 2K-schedule for the malleable instance, or equivalently to show that the set O,+ is not empty and to find one of. its element. Consider the following optimization problem:
(P):FindKCSr withx,q;<m--pz-pa, maximizing C, p; .
Clearly if 0~ # 0, an optimal solution of (P) belongs to it. The problem (P) is a well-known Knapsack problem: given n items, each of one with a weight w; and a profit Vi, and a knapsack with a total weight capacity W, find a subset of the tasks which can be contained by the knapsack and with the maximal profit. This problem is n/P-hard [7] , hence solving it in an exact way seems to be unrealistic if P # n/P. However the Knapsack is not a AfP-hard problem in the strong sense: it admits [13] a pseudo-polynomial algorithm that solves it exactly in time complexity CJ(nW). For our problem, m plays the part of the weight capacity W. Hence for "reasonable" values of the number of processors, an element of 0~ can be found solving exactly (P) in time Q(nm). Nevertheless if the different time values (ti,r)r=l,m are given by functions of size bounded in O(log m), the instance of the malleable problem is of size S(rr log m), which makes the search of a solution of 0~ exponential if n happens to belong to 0(log m). Notice that the assumption m >> n does not "simplify" the malleable problem, contrary to the classical model where each task can be schedule only on one processor at a time. For this reason we propose a polynomial search algorithm of an element of OX whatever the size of the instance, based on the fully approximation scheme of the Knapsack problem rather than on its pseudo-polynomial algorithm.
Approximate solution of the Knapsack problem
To obtain a solution of problem (P) in polynomial time, we use the fully approximable scheme [13] for the Knapsack problem: for any B > 0, a solution within a factor (1 + e) of the optimal weight value can be found in time complexity 0(n3/r). Unfortunately what we are interested in is to find an element of OX, and we have no guarantee that an approximate solution of (P) belongs to this set, contrary to the optimal solution. For this reason we introduce a second (dual) Knapsack problem:
(P') : Find Ic G St with C, pi 2 ~1, lllhlimizill~ C, Qi.
Our basic idea is that, for a real number EX sufficiently small and depending only on X, a (1 + ex)-approximation either of (P) or (P') will deliver a solution belonging to OX. At this point we need to take advantage of the assumption that a schedule of length lower than 1 exists for the instance. This is done after introducing a subset E:x of 0~ which uses the inefficiency factor fid of the optimal solution. Recall that ei denotes the canonical area pitipi of task Z; in the same way we denote bi its work area when executed on Qi processors.
Definition 3 We define 5~ as the set of elements < of Ox satijjhg the additional condition:
Basically the elements of 5, are reasonable guests to belong to the set A of the tasks of the optimal scheduling executed in time less than l/2. We now state the following lemma:
Lemma 2 For all X 2 fi -1, if BX # 0, then a solution 0 E 0~ can be found in time O(e), where EX is a strictly positive real number depending only on X.
Proof: Consider a real number E > 0. We denote respectively by A* and p'* the optimal value of the objective functions of(P) and (P'). Ifwehaves* 1 (l+e)xr,clearlya(l+e)-approximation of (P) provides an element of 0 x . Otherwise assume that we have x* < (1 + E)T~. Our idea is to show that in this case we have p" 5 pt /(l + E), which ensures that a (1 + &)-approximation of (P') delivers an element of 0~. Since we suppose that 5, is not empty, we can choose one of its element 6. Because of the optimal@ of R' we have:
To get a majoration of p'*, notice that for any subset of tasks of Sr , and in particular for <, we have c, ai 2 c, pi and SC, qi 5 c, bi. Using the fact that [ E E:x, and hence c, bi 5 pa c, ai, we-get:
Clearly [ belongs to the space of solutions of (P'). Reporting the majoration of pd established in section 4.2, and using the fact that Am 5 31, we get: p,* < (1 + E) 0 -%m;2a2 -2a3
The function f(X) = (1 -X)/X" is decreasing and equals to 1 for X = e. For a sufficiently small constant EX > 0, we can impose that f(X)(l + EX)' 2 1. Hence for any B 5 EX we have:
(1 + e)p'* < m -2(1 T2EA)Z (32 + 33) TO conclude, we explicit the relation between pi and ai. For the set SZ we clearly have ip2 < $2 5 Xpz. For the set S3 we also have the relation x/2ps C $3 5 x,03 if p3 > 1 due to the packing properties. Hence, we have 232/X2 > p2/X2 > p2 and 233/X2 > pa/X > ~3, which gives:
which is the desired majoration. Notice that in case where p3 < 1, choosing BX such that f(x)(l + EX)" 5 e instead of 1 allows us to conclude in the same way. 0
For X > & -1, and m 2 7, it imposes a value of LX 5 0.323, which gives a complexity multiplying factor only of 3.1 m the approximation of the knapsack problem.
Existence of a 2K-schedule
In order to conclude that our algorithm based on the Knapsack is a &-approximation for any instance of the malleable problem satisfying S, > $m, we have to establish the existence of a 2K-schedule for such an instance. In the previous section we showed indeed that if a 2K-schedule exists, solving the Knapsack problem (P) finds an element of the set 0~. We will prove in the following that for any value of X 1 fi -1, the set EA s 0~ has at least one element, except in some particular simple cases detailed below, which allows us to use the approximation scheme of section 4.4.
Trivial solutions. We start by particularizing some "trivial" solutions; basically it may happen that picking up one task of Sr , all the other tasks (of Sr , SZ and Sa) can be scheduled in the first shelf, while this task enters the second shelf, i.e. requires at most m processors to be executed in time less than A. We introduce 6~ as the set of such tasks of Sr . Hence Ti E Sr belongs to 6~ if it fulfills the two following conditions:
In addition we add to 8~ all the one element sets belonging to OX. Clearly if 0~ is not empty, one of its elements can be found in linear time in a preliminary phases of the algorithm, leading directly to a schedule of makespan at most 1 + A.
ZK-schedule solutions. Consider now, once again, the subset A of tasks of & executed in time less than l/2 in an optimal schedule u. We denote by p the sum of the canonical number of processors of the tasks of 34, and q the analogous quantity when individually alloted to qi processors. Our goal is to show that for X 2 6 -1, either a subset of A belongs to E:x, either one of its elements is a trivial solution of 8~. As noticed in section 4.2, we must have p 1 ~1 for u to be feasible. By definition we also have CA bi 5 ,.&A CA oi. Hence if q happens to be smaller than m -pa -pa, we can conclude that A belongs to EA. This is certainly the case if the quantity B = c, bi is bounded by i(m -pa -pa); indeed for any task Ti E A rts number of processors qi is greater than 2, which implies that B > CA $ qi = 8 q due to property 1.
Thus assume in the following that we have B > $(rn -p2 -3) = BO. Once again the master piece of the proof is the "control" of this optimal Solution through its expansion factor PA. Intuitively a relatively important area of the tasks have been splashed in the optimal schedule to be executed in time less that 1/2. Since the total canonical area of the instance is yet closed to m (recall that S,,, > (1 + X)/2m), a huge splashed area B involves a small expansion factor fin for the schedule (I to be feasible. We use the minoration B > BO to compute a more accurate upper bound for PA. From section 4.2 we have PA 5 $ 5 &. This function is decreasing with B, and hence maximized for B = Bo. Using the different relations between the areas si and their corresponding number of processors, we get the majoration:
This more accurate majoration of the inefficiency factor PA allows to establish the following lemma 3, which states that if the canonical area of a subset of Sr is bounded by 2~1, then the condition on the qi 'S is fulfilled:
Proof: Consider a subset E satisfying the conditions of the lemma. Since the relation xe q; < I,JA cF pi holds, using the new majoration we have explicited for PA, we get:
Noticing that Xrrr 5 sr, we obtain the majoration cE Qi 5 g(sr)pr, where g(sl) is defined by:
This expression being an increasing function of sr, and a1 being bounded by yrn by our assumption on the area S,, we simply have to prove that ((1 -A) m -A) /(Am -A) is lower than 1. Noticing that this expression is itself bounded by (1 -X)/X for any A 2 1/2, the majoration holds if X verities X2 + 2X -2 2 0. one can check easily that the polynomial function X2 + 2X -2 is positive for any real number greater than its root Xc = &-1. •I To conclude the proof of the existence of a 2K-schedule, we define the series De = A C . . . C 'Di C . . . C 8 where Di+r is obtained from 'Di removing the task of greatest inefficiency factor. Notice that by construction the inefficiency factors ,~q form a nonincreasing series, and hence are all bounded by ~~~ = PA. It implies that any set 'Di fulfills the second conditions of lemma 3. Notice also that the canonical area of IDi decreases with i, down to 0. Hence certainly one of the Di fulfills both conditions of lemma 3, and reveals to be a good candidate to belong to 5,. This is stated by the following lemma:
Proof: We prove the reverse implication of the lemma. Hence suppose that there does not exist any index in the series such that Di E Z:X. Due to our previous remark, as a corollary of lemma 3, it implies that the canonical area of any Vi is either greater than 2x1 or lower than xl -1. Let j be the last index such that the area of Dj is greater than 2x1, and T, be the task removed from Dj to Dj+l . Necessarily T, as a canonical area So greater than x1, which implies that its canonical number of processors is also greater than x1. -Hence to prove that T, belongs to the set of the trivial solutions Ox, we just have to check that the minimal number q. to execute it in time less than X is lower than m. If q. > pl then, by monotony, the corresponding execution area B, is greater than X(qa -1) > Apr. We use this majoration to determine once more a new bound on pd. We denote by &, and sb the area and canonical area of the set Dj+ 1. Since the area of A is greater than B, + Bb, we get:
2 Pd L cIDj=- To show that T, E GA, we just need to prove that so 2 rrr + x2 + ~3, or equivalently that the expression rl, = So -(xr + x2 + ~3) is positive. We use the inequalities Xx1 < sl, $2 < s2 and spa < ~3.~ We obtain:
Due to our hypothesison S,, we have sr +sa +ss 5 (1-X)m/2.
The coefficient of the factors shows that the second term of the inequality is minimized taking sr = 9s = 0 and 9s = (1-X)m/2. We get:
For X 2 2/3, this last expression is positive, which concludes the proof of lemma 4.0 Grouping the results of lemma 2 and lemma 4, and taking X = & -1, we can state our final result:
Theorem 3 For any instance admitting an optimal schedule lower than 1, such that the canonicalm-area S,,, is greaterthan fi/2m, a schedule of length at most fi can be found in time complexity 0(min{nm, u"} + n log m), depending on the knapsack resolution algorithm (exact or approximate) used
Concluding Remarks
We have presented in this paper a new algorithm for scheduling a set of independent malleable tasks. It improves signilicantly the best bound known at this time, with a performance guarantee of 'Theinequality gp3 5 63 isnotvalidifp3 = 1~3 = 1. Howeverform 2 7it is easy to check in this case that $J is positive.
&. According to the value of the parameter S,,,, depending on the canonical allotment of the instance, we solve the problem either using the canonical list scheduling algorithm in S(n log m) or a knapsack based algorithm for the selection of the allotment in O(min{nm, n3 + n log m}). We would like to emphasis that the guarantee of fi is a worst case performance bound not only on the instance, but also its parameters. Indeed the list scheduling algorithm has a guarantee % whatever the value of S,,,. The restriction to get a better performance guarantee is that for S, < &/2m the particular 2K-schedule structure is not asserted to exist for the knapsack based algorithm. Nevertheless we have no doubt that in practise most instances admit such a schedule for better performance ratios than & Its existence can always be checked in time c3( mn) solving the corresponding knapsack problem. Experiments are currently under progress to assert the good average behavior of our heuristics.
The natural continuation of this work is to study the scheduling of precedence graphs structures. Prasamra et al. [15] proved for the continuous version of the malleable tasks that the scheduling of general tasks graph has a very pleasant dominant structure: the number of processors allotted to the tasks can be seen as a flow through the precedence constraints of the graph. Such a structure permits to adapt an approximation for the independent malleable tasks to general precedence tasks graphs. We are also currently working on tree structures which occur on an actual parallel application for the simulation of the circulation in Atlantic ocean.
We present in appendix the proof of the property 3 of the canonical list algorithm, stating that any task of the second level completes before time 2X. Recall that X is an arbitrary real number of ]3/4,1]. For the property to be valid, we need the additional hypothesis that the area S, is smaller than Xm, refer to section 3.2 for all the definitions. We prove in the following the existence of a constant rnx such that for any number of processors m 2 rnx the property holds.
Without loss of generality we can assume that the tasks are indexed by their decreasing execution times t;,,i. Due to the hypothesis on S,, the first task, and the following ones, that can not be allocated to the iirst level of the algorithm has an execution time lower than X. Consider the allocation of a task T; on the second level, and let Tj be the task of the first level on which it is scheduled. For short we denote respectively by p and a their execution times (on their canonical numbers of processors). To prove the property 3 we have to establish that CY + p < 2X. Recall that we have p 5 X, hence to avoid trivial cases we can assume that (x > X.
We denote by q the number of unoccupied processors on the first level at this step of the algorithm, cf figure 7. We also introduce p as the number of remaining processors on the right of Tj . The conservation of the work (Property 2) and the condition on S, provide us the following system equation on cy and p:
To get a reasonable value for mx, we slightly modify our algo-
Figure 7: Allocation of a task at the second level.
rithm. Let qx be the greatest integer such that qx/(qx + 1) < X. On one hand, the monotony (property 1) of the tasks imposes that a task of duration lower than X is allotted to at most qx + 1 processors. On the other hand allotting only @, = [y] on such a task may at most double its execution time, hence still upper bounded by 2X. Consider the situation when at the 8rst allocation of a task T on the second level, at least @, processors remain unoccupied on the first level. We then decide to allocate in first place such a task T on @ processors on the fhst level. As we noticed task T completes before time 2X, and necessarily after time 1. We call this case a reallocation. The rest of the tasks is then allocated using the list algorithm on ma = m -go processors. For this new problem the area of the tasks is bounded by me, since T completes after time 1. In particular the lemma 1 still holds since only surface arguments are used. However the condition on S,, is a bit different from the one on S, . Let pa 5 X be the execution time of T on its canonical number of processors, and p 5 ,&J the maximal execution time of the following tasks in the ordered list. Then we have:
Instead of (&) we hence consider the following system for the allocation of a task of length p on the second level:
with ,6 2 pa, p 5 CY 5 1. Here qo plays the part of the (eventual) reallocated processors. Notice that if qo = 0, we have the initial inequality system (&,) where no task is reallocated. From this system we will exhibit a constant m(q, qo) such that for m > m(q, qo) any pair of solution (cu, p) verifies cr + /3 5 2X. Writing m under the form 2p + k, the first inequality gives:
If we assume that k >_ qo, since X -cy is a negative quantity, we have p(o + p) 5 2Xp + qo(2X -(Y -,6), which implies (p+qo)(a+P) 5 2(p+qo)X. Hencem 2 2p+qo (i.e. k 1 qo) involves our result a + p 5 2X. Assume on the contrary that m 5 2p + qo , and consider the second inequality. If the condition m -p 5 2p + 1 -q is satisfied, a simple exchange argument on the surface shows that a + ,f3 is maximized for a = 1. We have then: P< p 2p+l-q
To ensure that 0 < 2X -1 (i.e. a + /3 _< 2X), it is sufficient to have:
Since we are under the hypothesis m 2 2p + qo, the condition on p is satisfied for m greater than:
ml(q, 40) = 4x -2 4x(3-1) -t-Q0 -1.
Suppose now that we are in the other case where m -p >_ 2p + 1 -q. We write m under the form m = 3p -q + 1 + lc with k 2 0. Recall that we have the additional hypothesis that 2p + qo -1 2 m. It involves that k 5 qo + q -2 -p; in particular qo must be greater than 2 for this case to be considered. The second inequality of the system gives:
(2p-q+l)(a+P) I (3p-q+l)+k(l-A).
To ensure that a + p is lower than 2X it is sufficient to have:
(1 -X)qo + xq -1 5 (3X -2)p.
This condition is fulfilled, since we have m 5 2p + qo, if m is greater than: m2(q,40) = &QO + 2q -3).
It results that we can assert a + ,B 5 2X for all m > m(q, 40) = max{mr (q, qo), mz(q, qo)}, the second term ma existing only for 40 L 2.
In our algorithm, if no task is reallocated (qo = 0), we must verify the system (&,e) with q < @, i.e. with possibly @ -1 idle processors at the first level. On the contrary if a task is reallocated, we have qo = @, , and at most qx -@ processors can remain unoccupied on the first level. We must then satisfy the system (E9,px ), with q 5 qx -@, . Hence we set mx = maxi ml@ -l,O), m(qx -C~A,~A) } The figure 8 shows the value of rnx according to A. For X = d/2, the value we are interested in, the previous expression gives [rnxl = 8. However we can refine our analysis to prove that the property holds for m = 7. In this case, since the canonical number of processors of task is at most 7, we have to consider qx = 6, involving r?j~ = 4. In the expression of mx, the values mr(3,O) and ml (2,4) are lower than 7; the last value ma (q, 4) being strictly greater than 7 only for q > 2. Hence the only case when [rnxl is greater than 7 (in fact equals to 8) happens for a task T reallocated to 4 processors remaining 2 processors idle on the first level. However at least one task have been scheduled before the reallocation of T. If 2 processors remain idle this task occupy only one processor, while T was initially alloted to 7 processors (otherwise T can be scheduled without reallocation). Due to property 1 it involves a canonical execution time of T greater than 6/7, and so a work area for the two tasks altogether greater than 8 x 6/7 N 6.86. The total area of the remaining tasks being less than 0.15, the property 1 shows that any of these tasks is necessarily allotted to one processor, with an execution time off course lower than 0.15. Clearly they are all scheduled by the LPT rules on the two remaining processors and complete before time 1. It permits us to conclude that the schedule length can not exceed a.
B Proof of lemma 1
We present here the proof of the lemma 1 of the section 3.2. Consider a task Ti scheduled outside the first two levels by the canonical list algorithm. We establish here that Ti is then a sequential task (alloted to one processor) of execution time lower than l/2. For short we denote by p and t respectively its canonical number of processor pi and its execution time ti,,i. We start by proving that necessarily all processors compute a task of the two first levels, i.e. that these levels are totally occupied. We denote by q and q' the number of processors unoccupied respectively on the tirst and the second level of the schedule when task Ti is allocated. The only reason for Ti not to be allocated in this two levels is that k = max{q, q'} is strictly lower than p. Using the property 1, the execution time t of Ti is then greater than k/(k + 1) and its area greater than k. However the total area of the tasks yet allocated to the first two levels is at most (2m -k)t. Writing down the property 2, we get:
It implies that 1 > 2k(k + l), and so k = 0. It shows that the first two levels are totally occupied. Rewriting the property on the surface, we have m > (2m + 1)t. It involves that the executiontime of the task is strictly lower than l/2, and thus, due to monotony, it is executed on only one processor.
